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Morphology homework 1 
Due Wednesday, October 6 

 
1.  Swahili  (25 points) 
 

nilipata   ‘I got’     walikipiga  ‘they hit it’ 
ulinipiga  ‘you hit me’   nilikipata  ‘I got it’ 
walipata  ‘they got’    ulikipata  ‘you got it’ 
nilipiga  ‘I hit’     niliwapiga  ‘I hit them’ 
ulipata   ‘you got’    ulipiga   ‘you hit’ 
walitupiga  ‘they hit us’ 

 
1.1. Identify as many Swahili morphemes as you can given the data above; give a meaning for 

each. You may not need all of the spaces.  (15 points) 
 

Swahili morpheme Meaning 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
 
1.2. Explain, clearly and using examples, how you found the Swahili form of ‘us’.  (10 points) 
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2.  Persian  (40 points) 
 

 xaridam   ‘I bought’     xaridi    ‘you (sg) bought’ 
xarid    ‘he bought’    naxaridam   ‘I did not buy’ 
naxaridim   ‘we did not buy’   namixaridand  ‘they were not buying’ 
mixaridid   ‘you (pl) were buying’ mixarid   ‘he was buying’ 

“sg” stands for singular; “pl” stands for plural. 
 

2.1. Identify the Persian forms of the following morphemes.  (10 points; 1 each) 
   

I we buy (past) 

you (sg) you (pl) -ing (progressive)   

he they not   

 
2.2. How would you say the following in Persian? Make sure your answers correspond with 

the morphemes you found in 2.1.  (6 points; 2 each) 
 

a. They were buying.          
 

 b. You (sg) did not buy.          
 
 c. You (sg) were buying.          

 
2.3. This question doesn’t actually provide enough data to be positive of each of your answers 

to 2.1. In this section, you will propose an alternative hypothesis about Persian 
morphology. 

 

(a) First, choose one morpheme that could have a different form than the one you 
indicated in 2.1.  (1 point) 

 
Meaning:       Persian form in 2.1:       

 
Alternate Persian form:      

 

(b) Reanalyzing one part of a morphological system can have broad consequences. Here, 
consider how the system you found in 2.1 would need to change given evidence for 
the alternate form you selected in 2.3(a). In the big boxes, give the Persian form for 
each meaning in this new system. In the small boxes, indicate whether this form is the 
same (“S”) or different (“D”) from the form you gave in 2.1. (9 points; 1 each) 

 
 

I  we  buy (past)  

you (sg)  you (pl)  -ing (progressive)    

he  they  not    
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2.4. Describe, clearly and comprehensively, how your competing hypotheses about Persian 
morphology are different.  (5 points) 

 
 
 
 
 
2.5. Invent at least one pseudo-Persian word that would demonstrate that one of your 

hypotheses is right and the other is wrong. Be concrete and specific – how could you tell, 
based on this word, which hypothesis must necessarily be correct? (9 points) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.  American English  (35 points) 
 
This question will address expletive infixation. Expletives are, most generally, swear-type words; 
the specific expletives which can be infixed in American English are ‘fuckin(g)’, ‘freakin(g)’, 
‘flippin(g)’, and sometimes ‘bloody’; for expletive infixers, these words all show the same 
morphological patterns. 
 

Examples  fan-fuckin-tastic   (or fan-freakin-tastic, fan-bloody-tastic, etc.) 
   Cali-fuckin-fornia   (or Cali-freakin-fornia, etc.) 
 
You can tell that this is a systematic process because no other way of infixing an expletive into 
‘California’ sounds right.  
 

*Cal-freakin-ifornia  *Califor-freakin-nia 
 
For this question, you will need to find an informant who: 
(1) is a native speaker of mainstream American English;1 and 
(2) agrees with the ‘California’ data above.  
 
3.1. Ask your informant the following questions and record the answers.  (3 points; 1 each) 
 

(a) Gender: 
 
(b) Where all have you lived? How old were you when you lived in each place? 
 
 

                                                
1 A native speaker is someone whose first language is American English (or for whom AE is one of multiple first 
languages), and at least one of whose parents or caregivers spoke American English to them from infancy. 
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(c) What languages do you speak? Please describe your knowledge of each language. 
 
 
 
 

3.2. Ask your informant to infix an expletive into each of the following words. Make some 
consistent mark in each word to record the speaker’s judgements. If your informant 
resists (or refuses) infixation into a particular word, or makes any other comments about 
the data, record this as well.  (9 points) 

 
Alabama 

Arizona 

California 

Delaware 

Illinois 

Indiana 

Iowa 

Kentucky 

Louisiana 

Maine 

Maryland 

Massachusetts 

Michigan 

Minnesota 

Mississippi 

Montana 

Nebraska 

Ohio 

Oklahoma 

Oregon 

Pennsylvania 

Tennessee 

Vermont 

Wyoming 

        
3.3. Ask your informant how familiar s/he was with expletive infixation before today. What 

words has s/he heard undergo this process? How often does s/he tend to hear these 
words?  (3 points) 

 
 
 
 
3.4. Now back to linguistic analysis: What general rule determines the location of infixed 

expletives? You will probably want to use a separate page for this.  (20 points) 
 

NOTE: I find it difficult to write a clean rule for this process without appealing to fairly abstract 
levels of analysis, so I understand that your answer might be somewhat messy. While you 
should aim for the simplest and most general rule possible – the one that accounts for the 
most data with the fewest stipulations – it may be useful to start by looking for 
subregularities in the data. If you don’t see a pattern that all words follow, how about 
classes of words behaving similarly? For example, Alabama, Arizona,  California, and 
Indiana may all behave similarly, as may Kentucky, Montana, and Nebraska. How many 
different patterns do you see in the data? Are there more words that follow either pattern? 
Once you describe each pattern, do your descriptions have anything in common? 


